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NOTE: Circle the correct answer for True/False and Multiple Choice questions. Fill in the blanks otherwise...

1. True / False - A snip is a few white hairs in the center of the forehead. - HH 4
2. True / False - From the rear view, the hocks should point straight back or turn in very slightly. - HH 11
3. True / False - A horse that toes in on the front feet will usually dish or wing in. - HH 12
4. True / False - When giving reasons, you should emphasize the important comparisons. - HH 16
5. True / False - Riding a horse without a bridle or hackamore may be cause for disqualification from the show. - RB 4
6. True / False - In judged events, any nose band, regardless of being attached to a tie down or not, is unacceptable. - RB 8
7. True / False - Do not change hands on the lead shank when moving from one side to the other in showmanship. - RB 11
8. True / False - In Fitting and Showmanship, proper fitting includes clipping muzzles and the hair under the jaw. - RB 11
9. True / False - Length of shoulders and pasterns is related to length of stride. - HS 11
10. A defect detected when the animal favors the affected foot is: - HH 13
    a. Dwelling
    b. Lameness
    c. Pointing
    d. Winging
11. Heavy contact with the ground is: - HH 13
    a. Dwelling
    b. Paddling
    c. Pounding
    d. Trappy
12. The hairline at top of the hindfoot hits the toe of the forefoot as it breaks over is: - HH 13
    a. Scalping
    b. Forging
    c. Interfering
    d. Speedy cutting
13. When a rider's reactions to a horse's gaits are pleasant and enjoyable, the horse is called: - HH 17
    a. Collected
    b. Easy gaited
    c. High gaited
    d. Free Going

(Intermediate - Student Copy)
14. The time used in taking one stride is: - HH 19
   a. Directness
   b. Height
   c. Rapidity
   d. Regularity

15. What two events are required to be eligible to compete in the other events of the show? - RB 4
   a. Test and Showmanship
   b. Horsemanship and Test
   c. Showmanship and Horsemanship
   d. Test and Equitation

16. A thin, sharp, arched back is called a __________ back. - HH 9

17. Action is affected by the set of the __________ and __________ . - HH 12

18. In 4-H contests, there are usually how many horses in a halter class? __________ - HH 14

19. Dressage tests may call for five different walks; what are the five walks?
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________ - HH 17

20. In timed events, the clock will start when the horse's __________ crosses the starting line. - RB 4

21. A 4-H patch must be worn on the upper __________ sleeve. - RB 4

22. __________ is the practice of trying to replace the cups located on the biting surface of the worn incisors in attempts to make a horse appear more youthful. - HS 17

23. __________ is the progeny of a mare. - HS 18

24. Phenotype is the __________ appearance. - HS 20

25. Identify the unsoundness or blemish:_______________________________. - HS 12

(Intermediate - Student Copy)
26. Identify this part of the tooth: ________________ - HS 16

27. Identify this part of the cell: ________________________ - HS 19
28. Identify this part of the horse: ___________________________ - HH 8
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29. Identify this part of the horse: ___________________________ - HH 8
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30. Identify the front view front leg position: ___________________________ - HH 12
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